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Student Union to propose fee increase for '06 - '07 school year
BY JESSICA
CHRISTE'NSEN
News Writer
posed a $5 increase in student fees
per semester to "ma,\<ea difference
for the SUB."
Also . proposed was an addi-
tional fee of $34 for the Strategic
Facility Fee, concerning the
expansion ofthe SUB.
Currently, the facility supports
around 200 student organizations,
provides eventspacesforover 12,000
, meetings and events each year and
serves as a point of outreach to the
greater community.
Listed in the 2007 Fiscal Year
Proposal is a list of programs and
services the SUB provides, as well
as a financial forecast.
Due to the 1990 expansion of the
building, the amount of principal
and interest due on the- series of
bonds will begin to rise in 2008.
Additional operating fees for
the SUB have not been increased
since 2000. Even with the addition
of the $5 fee, the financial fore-
cast reveals a shortage of funds for
capital repair and maintenance in
upcoming years.
ASBSU senators will look at pass-
ing legislation to support the $5
student fee increase for the Student
Union. If the fee is not approved by
the Boise State administration, pro-
grams and services would be facing
cutbacks, and service fees would'
increase. .
Among the student fees for the
StudentUnion, the Strategic Facility
Fee would increase fees for each
student by $34, making the total fee
students pay $59 each semester.
.Accordlng to Barrett, this is a fee
that would be assessed to students
beginning fall 2006. Justification
for this fee increase involves the
idea and push toward BSU becom-
ing a metropolitan research univer-
sity of distinction. Barrett said she
considers civic engagement, inter-
nationalization and a welcoming
campus climate for all students to
be characteristic of a metropolitan
Boise State students could be
paying an additional small fee each
semester to alleviate potential up-
coming stress in the Student Union
budget. The Associated Students of
Boise State University met Tuesday
and heard from Leah Barrett,
Student Union director.
As a Senate guest, Barrett pro-
research university of distinction.
As a result of the growth at BSU,
Barrett said availability of food
service space has declined, avail-
ability of meeting/event space has
declined and demand for student
organization space has increased.
Within the building, areas
such as the Bookstore, Table Rock.
Cafe and expansion of rooms and
study lounges have been iden-
tified as items to be considered
in the expansion. •
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" It's' a combination of
rigorous physical training
and mental imagery, seeing
myself on the sled going
down the track in Torino. ",'
BSUprofessor to compete in the lug'e at the 2006 Torino Olympics
admits that it's not easy.
"I have a very hectic life, especially dur-
ing this Olympic season," Hoeger said.
Hoeger said he set very high standards
for himself at a young age and began pur-
suing them in Venezuelan gymnastics
competitions.
"I am a firm believer that you have to
have goals in life. Goals keep you motivat-
ed. Goals keep you going," Hoeger said.
At age 16, Hoeger had. already made
Venezuelan history by becoming the
country's most decorated gymnast, as the
national all-around champion from 1970
to 1975, a span during which he won 34 of
the 36 individual event titles.
Although Hoeger qualified for the 1972
Munich and 1976 Montreal games for
gymnastics, he was unable to go as anindl-
vidual and unfortunately, the Venezuelan
team failed to qualify as a team. Hoeger
said he was disappointed since he's always
wanted to be part ofthe Olympic Games.
"Ev&y time the Olympics came around,
I just had this empty feeling because I
missed out as a youngster," Hoeger said.
Despite the fact that he didn't make it to
the Olympics in the 1970s, Hoegerdidn'tgo
unnoticed. LaVon Johnson, head gymnas-
tics coach for Brigham Young University,
saw him compete and immediately took
.interest, Hoeger said.
Hoeger's early accomplishments earned
him a scholarship to BYU where he met
his wife, Sharon Barthule, also a gymnast.
They.settled down, had five children and
Sea Luge lPage 31
BY JESSICA WIGLEY
News Writer
drops 274 feet and curves 19 times to de-
termine his final score. Hoeger said he has
been dedicated to the sportfornearly eight
years and, despite his age, has been rigor-
ously practicing for Torino every chance
he gets.
Due to his work schedule, however,
Hoeger said he is limited on what time
he is able to devote to luge practice. His
lifelong dream is to one day travel to the
Olympics and represent his native coun-
try of Venezuela has kept him striving for
nothing short of that.
Balancing the time between all of his
. activities such as training for the Winter
Olympics, doing research for his text-
books, working out and keeping in shape
for the gam!ls, teaching classes' at BSU,
and spending time with his family,Hoeger
In the risky sport of luging, where the
average competitor is in his or her 20s
or 30s, Boise State Kinesiology professor
Werner Hoeger sets himself apart from
his fellow athletes as a 52-year-old Winter
Olympian luger who describes himself as
having a "higher level of fitness than most
of the competitors."
This month, Hoeger will travel to
Torino, Italy for the 2006 Winter Olympic
Games to compete in the luge, his second
Olympic circuit in the past eight years.
Hoeger also competed in the 2002 Salt
Lake City Games.
In Torino, Hoeger will steer his sled
through four runs down a course that
University
Pulse starts
streaming in
the SUB
: ,~
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BY JESSIC.1>.WIGLEY
News Writer
1
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University Pulse, Boise State's
student-run radio, has been com-
pletely made over in the past six
months. Last semester, BSU Radio
had an unfinished studio, wasn't
broadcast over the Internet and was
hardly advertised.
Today, the new and improved
University Pulse is making its mark
on campus. University Pulse's pro-
gramming currently airs Sundays
from noon to midnight on AM730,
all day every day online at www.
pulse.boisestate.edu and is sched-
-uledto soon be broadcast in the
Student Union Building.
For the next week, the station
will be in the SUB Monday through
Friday 10:30 a.m, to 2:30 p.m.
The programming will include
everything from pop, rock, house,
hip-hop, jazz, down-tempo and in-
die.
"You name it, we play it:' said
University Pulse Program Director
Christian Belden.
There will be a DJ in the studio
all day doing announcements and
students are encouraged to request
songs by calling 426-1003.
Broadcasting in the SUB will al-
low University Pulse to be a college
radio station that students can hear
daily.
Belden said the announcements
will directly benefit students and
organizations.
"They (students) will become
more involved in all aspects of stu-
dent life, from going to concerts
sponsored by SPB, attending more
senate meetings, etc.," Belden said.
University Pulse streaming
throughout campus will boost the
already high level of advertisement .
the station has.
"If you look around campus any
day you will see at least one student
with a University Pulse sweatshirt
or t-shirt on," Belden said.
The Arbiter staff was approached
to work with student radio produc-
ers to create short, multi-media
broadcast projects.
,',
Wl)rld/Natlonallwhat··. tlle1sto·
rles:c.ourtesyof KRTCampus Wire
services unless. otherwise .cred-
Ited.> Local/BSU stories are .cour-
te$yof the Boise State Web site
.at. www.bolsestate.edu.· All stories
. are" complied by News Writers.
Edmonton ...
. Paul Brand of Pretty Good
Productions, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,
authored-the Idaho Film Collection
DVDwhile Brand's daughter, Krista,
did the cover and label design.
The Nell Shipman Collection,
Volume 1, uA Girl from God's
Country,· will be available in March
from the Boise State University
Bookstore and on Amazon.com
($19.95 plus shipping. and han-
dling). Volume 2, "The Short Films,'"
featuring Shipman's Mohave
Desert chase-and-race automo-
bile epic, "Something New," will be
available, in summer 2006. Volume
3, "From Lionhead Lodge," featur-
ing Shipman's magnum opus, "The
Grub-Stake," and three other films'
also made at Priest Lake in north
Idaho, will be available fall 2006.
In the nation's schools.
Boise State's NWP offers an an-
nual summer program for teachers
at .all levels, from kindergarten to
university, and in all subjects. The
program offers six hours of graduate
credit; graduate tuition is covered
and resident stipendS'are available.
For more Information on this year's
program, offered from June 19'- July
12, contact Wilhelm at (208) 426-
1199 or jwilhelm@boisestate.edu.
local/bsu
Book helps'engage
boys in reading
Educators and parents look-
ing for hands-on help in getting
teen-age boys (and girls) engaged
in reading have a new tool. "Going
with the Flow: Making Litergcy
Learning Like Life,· a new bifok
from Heinemann publishers, of-
fers classroom-tested lessons and
activities that get adolescent stu-
dents, especially boys, reading,
writing and Involved in literacy
learning. In this new book, Boise
State University professor Jeffrey D.
Wilhelm and colleague Michael W.
Smith of Temple University build
on the literacy research that earned
them national attention in 2003 with
the publication of "Reading Don't
Fix No Chevys." That book earned
the National'Council ofTeachers of
English David H. Russell Award, as
well as other national and interna-
tional acclaim. Readers don't need
to have read "Chevys" in order to ef-
fectively use "Going with the Flow."
Wilhelm and Smith provide a suc-
cinct summary of their research at
the start, and then provide tips and
strategies for interacting with stu-
dents.
The book is available in the Boise
State Bookstore, through the pub-
lisher, www.books.heinemann.
com, or at Amazon.com, www.am-
azon.com.
Wilhelm is-an associate professor
whose research focuses on develop-
ing readers at the middle and sec-
ondary levels. He has written more
than a dozen books and worked on
four textbook series. He is also the
director of Boise State's National
Writing Project. Now in its 30th
year, the National Writing Project is
dedicated to improving instruction
Series immortalizes
Idaho filmmaker
Nell Shipman
As part of "Idaho Film Day,"
scheduled for Feb. 14 in Idaho's
Capitol rotunda, the Idaho Film
Collection at Boise State University
will announce production of "The
Nell Shipman Collection," a series
of DVDs related to the Idaho silent
film writer, actress, director and
producer.
First in the series of three DVDs
is "AGirl from God's Country." This
initial release features Shipman's
1919international hit "Back to God's
Country." The film is color tinted
to match the original, with a score
by British composer and musician
Lindsay Cooper that incorporates
the film's title song. "Back to God's
Country" is the earliest surviv-
ing feature film shot (partially) in
Canada and has been restored from
prints found in the United States
and England.
DVD extras include "The History
and Restoration of 'Back to God's
Country'" by C;madian film archi-
vist D. J. Turner of Ottawa. Also in-
cluded on the DVD is the Canadian
History Channel's 45-minute
award-winning documentary, "Ah
Gee, Forgetting Me Nell Shipman,"
written and directed by Patricia
Phillips of Great North Productions,
what the'?
Look that way ...
A bilingual road sign near the
center of Cardiff, Wales, advises-
drivers in English to "look right,"
but the Welsh translation says,
"look left." .
No, I'm ok, really
Hockey players in Sweden be-
came concerned when one of the
referees began skating errattcally,
falling over, and making contradic-
tory calls. He was removed when
they realized that he was drunk,
These look familiar
A Utah teenager stole some skis
then put them up for sale on eBay.
Alas, the man from whom he. had
stolen' them went on the Internet,
saw them, and called the cops.
Find out more about Army ROTC'sSummer Leader's Training Course.
Contact the Department of Military Science at 426-3500.
Email armyrotc@boisestate.edu or visit http://armyrotc.boisestate.edu.
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1/19/06 - Theft - Unknown
suspect(s) stole a 3'x9'
International Programs banner
,from a Student Union Kiosk near
the practice soccer field.
1/18/06 - Theft - a student's
wallet was stolen from a locked
locker in the Varsity Center.
1/19/06 - Alcohol • Vloiation
- A non-BSU student was caus-
Ing problems in the Student Union
Game Center. The person was un-
derage and had been drinking. A
citation was Issued.
1/20/06 - Domestic Battery
- An ex-boyfriend pushed his way
into his ex-girlfriend's· apartment
at Manor and had a physical alter-
cation with her based on jealousy.
A report was taken, cites were is,
sued.
1/20/06 - 'Bike Theft - An-
nknownsuspect stole a bike that
had been locked to a rack outside
of Towers Hall.
1/22/06, - Leaving the Scene of
an Accident - A DUI driver went
through' a' light and over a curb
taking out trees and shrubs and hit
logs in the parking lot of the Police
Substation at Lincoln/University.
A report was taken, suspect was
arrested.
1/23/06 - Battery - Ex-girlfriend
threw objects at an individual at
the Science Nursing Building.
1/23/06 - Illegal Camping -
Subject was camping Illegally at
Manitou and University. He was
told to leave and he complied.
1/23/06 - Disturbing the Peace
-Tenants at the Square were par-
tying too loudly.
1/24/06 - Theft - Unknown sus-
w;:s . unhappy with 'the lnstruc-
tlons the attendant gave him.
The altercation took place
in the Stadium park •
ing lot. A report was taken,
suspect was cited. -
1/28/06 - Bike Theft - An un-
known suspect took a bike from
a rack outside the University
Square.
1/30/06 - Theft -A wallet was
taken from a backpack. Unknown:
when, where, who or how. Person
reported it from the Keiser park-
Ing lot.
1/27/06 - Car Accident -A ve-
hicle pulling out of a space in the
parking garage struck another
vehicle that was driving through
the aisle.
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1/17/06 - Grand Theft -
Unknown suspect(s) took a wallet
from a purse which was left In an
office in the Education Building.
1/17/06 - NarcoticsViolatlon - 2
students in Chaffee were smok-
ing marijuana In their dorm room.
Report were taken, cites were is-
sued, marijuana was confiscated.
1/18/06 - GrandTheft - Unknown
suspect(s) took a laptop from an
office in the Education Building.
1/19/06 - Bike Theft - Unknown
suspect cut the lock and stole a
bike from a rack outside the Taco
Bell Arena,
1/19/06 - Possibie Unlawful
Entry - Tenant of the Village found
an extra set of her keys hang-
ing on the doorknob outside her
apartment. Nothing was missing
from inside.
.-
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Luge [from page t] Once he figured out how to drive a sled, he enjoyed
the luge, but he never thought he could qualify for the
Olympics.
However, Hoeger continued practicing and it be-
.carne a possibility.
Nearly one year ahead of schedule, Hoeger, at the
time 48 years old, and his son Christopher, 17 years
old, both qualified for the 2002 Winter Olympic
Games in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Hoeger placed 40th and Chris finished 31st, as the
oldest and youngest men in the competition.
Regardless of the time restrictions that Hoeger fac-
es and how much It limits the various tracks he's able
to practice on, he said, "It's an honor to have made the
top 40, a tremendous reward,"
Hoeger has been traveling around the world prac-
ticing luge runs on various. tracks in Canada, New
York, Germany and Italy. He's also been training both
mentally and physically in preparation for the Winter
Games.
"It's a combination of rigorous physical training
and mental imagery, seeing myself on the sled going
down the track in Torino." Hoeger said.
• With the Torino Winter Olympic Games only I I
days away, Hoeger is anxiously awaiting the day that
he gets to compete. Until then, Hoeger said he will
be lieing on his sled, mentally going over the Torino
track 10, sometimes 12, times per day, conditioning
physically and trying to avoid any distractions that
may affect his luge training.
When asked if he is planning to continue with the
Olympic luge competition, Hoeger said, "This may
be my last six runs, I may do it on a limited basis ...
but for right now I'm going to focus on what's at hand
-Torino:' _
Hoeger will compete in the luge Feb. I I and 12 at
the Cesana Pariol facility in Torino, Italy,
moved back to Venezuela for a short time. However,
when Boise State offered him a job in 1986, he took it
and relocated to Boise.
For the next few years, Hoeger focused on his job
as a Kinesiology professor and writing college text-
books, of which 36 editions have been published.
He has taught undergraduate and graduate courses
in exercise physiology, athletic conditioning and fit-
ness-related topics. Hoeger has also received grants
to conduct research in the areas of body composition
changes, strength training, muscular flexibility and
the assessment of physical fitness.
While watching the 1998 Olympics at his home
in Boise, Hoeger saw Iginia Baccalandro, the first
Venezuelan participant in the Winter Olympics in
the luge, carrying the Venezuelan flag. After much
research, he contacted her and began pursuing his
Olympic dream again from that day on.
Hoeger said Baccalandro suggested that he would
be an ideal luger based on his high fitness level and
success he had as a gymnast.
"I was still doing double back flip summer-
saults and floor exercises when I was 40," Hoeger
said. Baccalandro eventually convinced him to
get on a sled.
Beginning the luge was a challenge for Hoeger.
He suffered most of his injuries during the first
year of practice. '
, "The next thing you know, 1was banging into the
side of the track," Hoeger said. He described the
feeling of sliding down the track, steering with your'
hands, shoulders and feet similar to driving a pickup
truck backwards in downtown Boise at 90 miles per
hour. "The sport is very technical, the slightest body
movement could cause you to crash," Hoeger said.
pect took a video camera from
an office in the Communications
BUilding.
1/25/06 - Theft - An unknown
suspect took a VCR/TV from the
Hemingway Center.
-1/26/06-UnderageConsumption
- A 19 year-old was drinking in the
Stadium parking iot. They were
cited.
1/26/06 -Vehicle Burglary -
Unknown suspect(s) broke the win-
dow of a car in the Parking Garage
and took SO CDs.
1/26/06 - Vehicle Burglary -
Unknown suspect(s) broke the win-
dow of a car In the Parking Garage
and took 60 cd's and 2 walkman cd
players.
1/26/06 - Battery -Suspect
bumped Into a parklrig attendant
twice with his truck because he
TheArbiter
Boise Movie Premiere
-Hearl.of the Beholder'
5 time Best Feature Fibn
Award Winner!
Friday, Feb.ard,'8PM
Boise State University
Speclal EVeDts Center
$8 Admlsslon/$4 Student
Watch the TRUE .tOl1J
some churches DONT
want you to seel
~~~c!:ULTURALCENTER
Captain Smartypants
One Show Onlyl
BOISE .STA TE
RADIO....................
sunday, Feb. 5th
2PM
BSU Special Events
,Cent~r
$10' AdnllsSion
$sStuderit
PaJOt impJOov-Comedy
PaJOta capella
Parl: Vaudville
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Editor's Pick:
DVD release: "Marjoe"
Marjoe Gortner is to Pentecostal
evangelists what Mozart was to
composers, A natural talent, he
began preaching the good word to
crowds before he was old enough
for kindergarten. When we meet
up with him in this Oscar-win-
ning documentary, our hero is still
preaching away and saving people,
but a different set of higher powers,
namely, adolescence and the '60s,
have chipped away at whatever
faith he had in his healing powers,
and he's basically in it to empty his
followers' pockets.
What makes Gortner such an in-
teresting character is his complete
lack of reluctance in admitting this.
He's a con, he knows he's a con, and
he wants to tell you all about the
con in hopes of opening the public's
eyes to the shady business of evan-
gelism. The experiment appears
to be a failure 34 years later, but
"Marjoe" remains a timeless, one-
of-a-kind triumph that's relevant as
ever today,
Celebrity news:
Dubious Distinctions .
As we wade through the awards .
season, let us not forget the Razzies,
which honor the very worst
Hollywood has to offer. The nomi-
nees are in.
In the worst-picture category it
looks like a tight race between "The
Dukes ofHazzard," "Deuce Bigalow:
European Gigolo," "Dirty Love with
Jenny McCarthy," "House of Wax,"
and "Son ofthe Mask."
The latter, a sequel to the 1994/im
Carrey comedy, leads the pack with
eight Razzie nominations includ-
ing worst actor for Jamie Kennedy
and worst supporting actor for Alan
Cumming and Bob Hoskins.
Winners will be announced
March 4, the day before the
Academy Awards.
Health and beauty tip:
Telling your partner
you have an STD
.If you've been diagnosed with an
STD, part of dealing with the situa-
tion is telling your sexual partners
_past; present, and future - that you
have a disease. It might be difficult,
but there are many reasons why you
should do it:
Telling a future partner allows that
person to make an informed decision
about his or her own health.
Telling a past or current partner
. gives that person the opportunity to
be evaluated and, ifnecessary, treat-
ed.
.Telling your partner shows respect
for both that person and the relation-
ship.
Telling your partner can prevent
the spread of disease ifyou abstain or
practice safer sex.
Not te11ingyour partner about an
SrD may be a criminal offense in
some states.
It's natural to feel anxious and
frightened about· telllng someone
riewthatyou have an STD, so here are
afewtips:'
• Avoidwaiting until you're in a sex-
ual enC<lUnteror right before hliving
sex to have a dlScusSkfu about STDs:
.Find' aquiet,prlWtepJace to taIlc .
at a ~eWiien yoU' won't be inter-.~"j~;~,~:
BY AMBER FUGER
Assistant Culture Editor
Subt.le sou~ds, intense rhythms, and a distinct passion to articulate charismatic rhythms
found in varying cultures have catapulted a Reno-based band to new heights. Tim Snider, Milton
Merlos, Jonathan Phillips and Cody Remaklus have traveled to exotic regions to enhance their
musical journey through life and to progress the exotic "fuse acoustic rock, Flamenco, and world
rhythms," of Sollibe.
For the second time, Sollibe will be making a stop in Boise, tomorrow night at Reef around
9:30. Sollibe's intense instrumental world sound accompanied by passionate telling lyrics of ex-
periences had, create a fierce
emotional transcendent ex-
perience, found in the tracks
of their two albums "On Your
Feet" and "Marinero."
Incorporating world mu-
sic into American folk rock
has been and continues to be'
the premise of Sollibe, The
founding members, Merlos, a
passionate guitar player, and
Snider, violinist and vocal-
ist, met in a high school talent
show; befriended one another
and then decided to travel to
Spain together to study music
with the gypsies. When they
returned, Merlos' and Snider's
dually enriched sound flowed
into the formation of Sollibe. Soon after their return, the two incorporated the jazzy styli sties of
soprano saxophonist Phillips, and the emotionally intense percussion rhythms of Remaklus.
Continuing to learn from different cultures has become a dominant priority for the band, so
Remaklus, who had studied in Cuba before suggested the band take a trip to Havana. Cuba had
such a profound influence on Remaklus that he thought it absolutely necessary to share this ex-
perience with the rest of the band. "Cuba is different from any other place. The experiences are
still so close to me. It has been a dream come true to have the rest ofthe band experience the same
feeling," said Remaklus. . ~
. For R?makl~s and Solli~e, Havana houses a special charisma or fire, an engrained ingredient
m Cuba s music. The creattve process of Sollibe constantly evolves and changes and Sollibe's new
material is a direct reflection oftheir time spent in Cuba. Studying in Cuba taught the band how
to work slower to achieve what they wanted in terms of their sound. "Every musician tries for this
charisma and those who have it are celebrated there," said Remaklus. When asked if their Cuban
teachers thought Sollibe had it, Remaklus humbly replied, "We were not there to show them our
stuff. We were there as students."
When Remaklus performs live, he plays from a place deep within himself, an untouchable feel-
ing remi~iscent ~f h~s journeys through Cuba. "Everything I play is from that feeling and it has a
place of ItS own, said Remaklus. The African and Latin rhythms articulated in So\Jibe's perfor-
mances stem from early exposure to world music. The first time Remaklus heard the sounds of
.world music, he instantly knew he had developed a passion he could never grow weary of.
The exposure to world music has been a strong influence on Remaklus and Sollibe, which has
resulted in an ambi- .
tion to give back to a
community that has
supported them from
the beginning.
Remaklus said he
. wished he had been
exposed to world mu-
. sic at an earlier age,
so as a thank you,'
Sollibe performs for
elementary students
around the Reno-area.
For more Information
about and to listen to
• someof So\Jibe's mu-
. sic, log ontoWWW.
, .soljibe.com. . .
:;- To experience
:SolJibe live~check out
. the Reef tomorrow
:,night. There is only a
. $3' cover chargefor ex-
:posure to this deeply
intense and . charis-
: malic band. .'
BY TRAVIS ESTVOLD
Culture ColumnIst
on the pump situated just a foot
and a half from my rear driver's
side window.
Keep in mind as well as I
spin this tale that 1 often stop
at this specific Maverik sta-
tion. Its proximity to my house
and the fact that the company
has convinced me that I need
to carry something called an
"Adventure Card" in my wallet
are largely to blame. And every
time I stop there, I ask myself
the same question: "Is it going
to print a frickin receipt?"
Normally, when I ask a ques-
tion like this, I'm at an iffy ATM
or a lagging self-checkout at
the local grocery store. But no,
when I'm at the gas station, my
question comes because I do
not - I repeat, do not - want a
receipt to pririt. When I first be-
gan paying for all my gas pur-
chases with a credit card, I toyed
with idea of keeping paper cop-
ies of all the transactions for my
records .. This notion waned by
about my second fill-up.
Hence, I no longer want the
pump to print anything when
I've finished topping off my
four-door.
And yet (and here's where I
get back to my original point),
the pump asks me every single
time before Ifill up if I would
like a receipt after the transac-
tion is complete, and every sin-
gle time, I say, "No. No, I would
not like a receipt."
But then, playing the role of a
teenager 10 my parent, the ma-
chine flagrantly disregards my
response and prints one any-
how.
So, anyway, my tirade is over.
And as for what I plan to do
next time I'm asked if I'd like
a receipt, I will say, "Yes. Yes
I would." My plan? Empty the
machine of all its paper so that
nobody can have one.
Hey, I didn't say it was a good
plan, but Iwill feel better know-
ing I'm getting something re-
sembling retribution - and I can
feel like my freedom to choose
actually meant something.
.Ah, the power of choice.
Humans just love to flaunt it.
In fact, they are willing to fight
. for it seemingly all the time.
Teenagers rebuke their par-
ents for it. Starbucks customers
would be deathly ill without it.
And registered voters sleep well
at night in their cozy little beds
under the illusion that they ex-
ercise it regularly.
So when, then, is the option
to choose one's outcome a bad
thing? Let me tell you, because
as is true with most things, I
know the exact answer to that
, question. Choice ceases to mat-
ter when the outcome has been
decided for you already, regard-
less of what decision you make.
Case in point: my trip to the
gas pump this past weekend.
Hey, I could whine all day
about the prices at the 01' pet-
rol station. Gas is still over two
bucks a gallon, much less than
it was - and could be if we keep
fighting in countries that sup-
ply the stuff to us - but it's still
a handful more than it used to
be'wheillwas growing up. (Aw
crap, am I to that age already
where I'm going to start talking
about how the price of "blank"
used to be a lot lower when I
was young? Just put me out to
pasture or shoot me nowl) But I
won't complain about that.
That's not my topic of inter-
est for today. No sir; I'm talking
about choice, and when it comes
to the illusion of choice, there is
no better location to visit than
the local Maverik station.
I stopped there to gas up on
the way to lunch last Sunday.
Oh, I was headed to Donnie
Mac's Trailer Park Cuisine,
the new downtown, low class-
themed restaurant, which
ended up being closed, further
addingto my annoyance. But
at the time, I of course didn't
know that, and my day had
been quite acceptable to that
point~ leaving my full attention
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BY H~DLEY RUSH
Culture Writer
From the heap of CDs my edi-
tor handed me to review, Bayside
caught my eye. Perhaps it was the
cover_ depicting an implied yet
graphic picture of a guy who's leap-
ing from the top of a building-or
perhaps my attention was nabbed
because of the name, Bayside, rem-
iniscent of my youth spent watch-
ing "Saved by the Bell:' with all the
witty shenanigans ofZack Morris at
Bayside High. Regardless, I wasn't
disappointed when I fed Bayside'
into my famished CD player and
their Jimmy Eat World-esque sound
dripped through my speakers.
The vocals of Anthony Raneri
are angry, yet simultaneously som-
ber and diplomatic. The theme of
Bayside's album sounds like an an-
noyed ex-lover who opted for song
writing as an alternative to exorbi-
.Bayside Is comprised of band
members AnthDny Banerl
(left), Jack O'Shea, Nick
Ghanbarlan, and Jack HDID-
han.Their new self-titled
album Is currently out In
stores, Later thts month,
Bayside will release a CD/
DVDcombtnauon which will
feature parfnrmances from
.their show at the Hause Df
Blues In ChicagD.They will be
making a StDPin Boise Sun-
day night, Feb. 5, to perform
at the Big Easy.
tant therapy sessions. Some of the
songs on the album have enter-
taining names like "Don't Call me
Peanut: and "Hello Shitty," while
others, such as "Existing in a Crisis"
and "They Looked Like Strong
Hands: have a more distressed,
grave tone.
In my personal favorite, "Don't
Call me Peanut," Raneri sings, com-
pletely acoustic, directly to an old
flame, "Drink up beautifulll filled
your cup with angst and a heart at-
tack/cuz I've got so much trapped
and it's all because of you." He tells
her he's spent sleepless nights con-
templating whether or not to let her
back into his life-yet he knows if
he gives her a second chance all
she'll give him are explanations for
why she's does what she does; ul-
timately he'll remain submissive.'
"She'll recite her excuses/I'll put my
tail between these legs of mine/like
I do all the time."
Ina more disturbing song, "Dear
Tragedy,· Raneri sings "I'd grab your
hair and I'd hack it off/and put it on
display at the front of the yard on a
stick that's decorated with a little
pink bow ..." he then refers to his ex-
lover as a "breath taker, smile fak-
er," and tells her the years he's spent
with her have eaten him alive.
. In another unsettling song,
"Existing in a Crisis (Evelyn)" he
says he hopes "Evelyn" ends up in a
grave as shallow as she is.
Aside from Raneri, Bayside
is comprised of band members
Jack O'Shea on the guitar, Nick
Ghanbarian on bass, and John
"Beatz" Holohan on the drums.
For more information on the band
visit Bayside's Web site at www.bay-
sideisacult.com. Or to hear them
live, thieve yourself a ticket for Feb.
5 when they play at the Big Easy.
The Front Door equation
BY T~M~R~ P~RTEN
Culture Writer
What do you get when you add
delicious thin crust pizza; a full
bar, late-night hours, and a .6th and
Main Street location?
A brilliant idea.
Your liquor-kissed taste budswill
certainly think so the next time
you stumble out of the bars on a
Friday or Saturday night with the 2
a.m. munchies. You no longer have
to limit yourself to hotdogs and
Gyros; because, the Front Door has
opened its doors at its 105South-Gth
Street location (directly below the
. Reef) to invite you in for some high-
quality appetizers, salads, soups,
sandwiches, and of course pizza
that won't break a Ramen Noodle
budget. .
Atonly$1.50aslice(aftermid- I
night on Friday and Saturday
nights), I was surprised to read
on the menu such words as
'organic' and 'fresh'. As stated
in their menu manifesto they
make their dough daily with
organic, high-protein flour
from Sperry Mills and use only
whole milk mozzarella cheese
and San Marizano plum toma-
toes, which combined, makes
some pretty yummy pizza.
"The whole idea is that it's
simple but good," says Dave
Krick, owner of the Front Door
as well as other Downtown
Boise favorites such as
, Blttercreek, Red Feather and
Reef. The Front Door's menu,
atmosphere, and name for that
matter. is a testament to Krick's vi- p.m. 'till 10.
sian of'simple quality'-two words, Apart from the fresh food and
especially the latter which Krick laid back atmosphere; what struck
recognizes must be a prerequisite me the most aboutthe Front Door is
for new Downtown Boise restau- its recognition for those of us in the
rants if Downtown Boise is todevel- . service industry.
op into an urban cultural hub with "I want the Front Door to be a
character and originality. hangout for service industry peo-
The Front Door's menu is limited pie," says Krick. "1 like all people
to a total of only 25 ingredients "to but I especially like people in this
make sure everything is fresh," and industry because I've worked with
its atmosphere with its high, indus- them for so long."
trial ceiling, brick walls and por- So in honor of those who develop
traits of mobsters (to,' as Krick says, varicose veins from being on their
"pay homage to where pizza comes feet too long, and for those who
from") lends itself to both the late have grown to master smiling while
. night crowd, as well as those look- gritting their teeth, rest assure that
ing for a good place to take the kids you can go some place after work,
for lunch or dinner. In fact, come sit down, and enjoy a draft beer or
on a Monday night and you'll enjoy well drink with 50 cents marked off
free popcorn and a movie from 8 the price.
~~~~~Iomr&mJ So, what do you get when
you add delicious thin crust
pizza, a full bar, late business
. hours and discounted drinks
for those who spend their time
serving others?
A nice place to hang out.
The Front DDDrIs the
new pizza place located
directly below the Beef
on 6th Street In down-
town Boise. The scrump-
tlDUSslices at really IDW
prices are sure to attract
hungry and broke col-
lege students at all hours
Dfthe day Drnight.
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Fill your resume with more than coffee orders.
The Arbiter is accepting applications for Business Manager
and Editor-in-Chief 2006-2007.
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accounting
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directing content
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Pick applications up at The Arbiter across from the SUB.
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Gender benders are crossing'
over, into yourlivingroom
BY JOE NEUMAIER
Knight Ridder Tribune
and IDAHO
downtown bolu
Sure, "Brokeback Mountain" is
riding atop solid box -offlce (even
in red states) and is lassoing every
award in sight.
But the real sex story du jour in
American pop culture? Try trans-
'gender people: Women identify-
ing as men, and men as women. In
movies, at the bookstore and on TV,
people are passing for the opposite
sex. In many performance spaces,
drag queens and drag kings reign
supreme. And the very human sto-
ries they're telling are dragging
people in.
In publicity photos for some proj-
ects, femininity and masculinity
are a mascara smudge away from
each other.
Felicity Huffman took a break
from being a desperate house-
wife to playa he becoming a she in
"TransAmerica" - and after a recent
Golden Globe win for Best Actress
CURIOUS?
Have you become a victim of Religion?
Have you "inherited"bellefs passed down to
you from previous generations without
scriptural substance?
Do you desire to discover the TRUTH
as it was taught by Christ Jesus through His
ministers in the Bible?
Please visit our website at www.blble-research.org
to receive more information on subject specific topics
using the scriptures In the Bible.
Or contact us at 719-573-4055, P.O.Box 9813, Colo. Spgs~ CO 80932
Short on cash?
us your
B.ooks, CDs, DVDs,
Games and Game Systems
in a elrama, Huffman Is a front-run-
ner for a B~st Actress Oscar.
A buzzed-about new nonfic-
tion book, "Self-Made Man: One
Woman's Journey Into Manhood
and Back," chronicles Its female au- '
thor's year and a half of living man-
nishly. The before and after pies are,
as different as X and Y.
And when even a straight-and-
narrow icon like Barbie becomes
part of the discussion, you know
something's up.
So Is It only a matter of time un-
til that paragon of gangly glrliness,
Paris Hilton, dons a suit and fake
facial hair to see what all the excite-
ment is about?
In her Globe acceptance speech,
Huffman saluted people "who
brave ostracism, alienation and a
life lived on the margins to become
who they really are."
In last falI's critical hit "Breakfast
on pluto," Cillian Murphy, hot off
villainous turns in "Batman Begins"
and "Red Eye,' played a transves-
tite-about-town in 1970s Ireland.
In the current nonfiction book
"Self-Made Man,' lesbian author
Norah Vincent chronicles 365 days
.of being a man among men, thanks,
to a paste-an beard, classes with a
vocal coach and pinstripe suits.
. On Showtime's "The L Word,"
newcomer Daniela Sea joins the ,
cast as Moira, girlfriend to Mia
Kirschner's Jenny, who will become
"Max' by the season finale.
Last year's Sundance Channel re-
ality program "TransGeneration"
foJlowed four trans gender college
students (two male-to-females and
two female-to-males) as they tran-
sitioned from one gender to the oth-
er during a school year.
In a recent scandal that still has
publishing tongues wagging, a San
Francisco woman, Laura Albert,
created a male pseudonym, "IT
LeRoy," as the author of two books,
including a "memoir" about grow-
ing up as a sexually confused male
prostitute. Albert hired a woman to
play Mr. LeRoy at events before the
scam was exposed.
.The trend was dressed for laughs
in fall 2004 when TBS debuted the
reality show "He's a Lady," featuring
burly, ultra-macho guys alI dolled
., up to experience life in high heels.
,',. The,colIectiye,resuI~has created
a higher profile for a community ,
long relegated to the fringe.
"We're becoming more visible,"
says Mara Keisling, executive di-
rector at the National Center for
Transgender Equality, "and so
we're more likely to be represent-
ed in popular culture. Fifty years
ago, people used to freak out about
women wearing pants. Fortunately,
humans evolve."
Some humans, though, 'don't
want Barbie to evolve. Earlier this
month, a Christian conservative
group, the Concerned Women of
America, attacked the iconic play-
thing's Web site (www.Barbie.com)
for an online poll it had run that
asked children for their age and
sex. One choice for the answer was
"I don't know."
The CWA's Culture and Family
Institute fumed that Mattei,
Barbie's manufacturer, "was be-
ing influenced by the transgender
movement." Mattei stated merely
that, "I don't know' should instead
have been "I don't want to say." The
choice for the answer has since
been altered.
:Itall startedAprl129, 2002 With a benefit show for the Iamlly ofre-
, cently deceased Ozzy Osborne drummer Randy Castillo at the Key
Club In Los Angeles. A quick line-up was put.together, Buckcherry
, singer JoshToddand gUltaJ:istKeitll Nelson would perform with for-
mer Guns N' Roses members Slash, Duff Mckagen and Matt Sorum.
The shov-{waSbilled as ~Ciierry Roses", and was Intended to be one
night only,' , ,',' , ' ,
Cherry Roses played .a combination of Guns N~ Roses and
, Buckclum'y songs and was joined onstage by Steven Tyler of
, Aerosmith for a performance'of the song "Mama Kin." The night
":'::.r~e~~~Q~', ~t i~l~ftiiniOP.oS Angeles a buzz with news of the
~~;\~f" '", "tP~~ee~:wasthat the greatest rock 'n' roll band In
r' i,: 'tn~ woH ;, tins N~Roses; wece back with anew singer and guitar-,. 'ist' ,",. :: ,,: ",' ,',:, , , , , ,
, ThlltShowwas the spark thatrekindled the'fires of Guns N' Ro~es.
G'N'RGuitaI-!st Slash took on the role of leader and decided he
:'Wanted tobulld something permanent out of it. The five members
, of Cherry Roses started Writing and rehearsing under thejemporary
, band nalIlli The Project. " " ' ' '
, . 'For reasons that were never officially: told, this first line-up of the
banddidnot workout. The Buckcherry guys went th~lr separate
ways; former Guns N'Roses guitarist Izzy Stradlin joined for a short
tlnie; arid The Project began what would be a year-long search for a
,singer: This en~ed when Stott Weldland of Stone Temple Pilots fame,'
'Was offered the job, 'and soon after, the band was officially named
-VelvetRe\rtllver: " ,',,' , "
. ~o, BuckcheirY'.s Josh Todd and Keith Nelson may no longer be a
part of the all-star band that is Velvet Revolver. But their influence
caustill be, heard in the music. The third single and video from
VelvetRevOlver~s plalinwndebutalbum "Contraband," "DirtyUttle
'"thing" is eO"wP-tten by Btickcherry guitarist, Keith Nelson:
,After taldng part lri what was originally billed as a Guns N' Roses'
, ,'reunion band, ~oqdandNelSon decided itwas time for a Blickcherry
'reunion. The new record was released first in Japan, and tlle band
spent the end of2005 touring and promoting overseas. Now, wltll
:' theAme"rI~~n rcl~e ~montlls!lway, the band has set tlleir sites
, 'oonH:onquerlng the states:', ' ,' "
"Doift~~~e~imceto. see them in a club setting Iiketlle Big
, Easy; lJ! no thneat all BUclccherry may be back to playing arenas,
: WhI!=h!Swh¢i:etheybelong; , ", ' ',. '
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laying down some end-all argu-
ment stopper when it's just their
ignorance being put on display.
Secondly, you can't get any clearer
about having extreme biblical prej-
udices.
Conservatives love- the story of
Sodom and Gomorra, clearly show-
ing that God is against homosexu-
ality and it has no business being
allowed in a holy union. It seems
so strange that they don't argue
the story of Lot in the cave to try
to get incestuous rape legalized.
Nevertheless, there isn't really any
use in continuing to talk to them
(which is probably why they think
spewing such garbage-wins argu-
ments).
Lastly, it perpetugtes a stereotype .
against guys named Steve, which I
•
I
•
ruon
It really is Adam and Steve ee
think is just wrong.
I'm sure some Steves
are undoubtedly
gay, but I just don't
think it should be
a stereotype, just
like men who buy
"Sex in the City"
on DVD shouldn't
be stereotyped.
It's a great big world
with many different
kinds of people and life-
styles, and it's the diver-
sity of this nation that
makes America such a
damn great country to
live in. We have the freedom
(for now) to be who we want to be,
do what we want and say what we
please. Its just not right for a coun-
BY BRANDON NOLTA
Opinion Writer
try that is great in so many ways
to limit the freedom of choice in a
marriage partner for a select group
of people, just because they're gay.
Big brother is
watching you
Most people who have a concept
of personal liberty fear oppression
to some degree. Of those people, I'd
wager nearly all ofthem fear it com-
ing from the government. Intoday's
world, the golden age of cynicism,
fear ranges from mild distrust to
outright fear of black helicopters.
But, even given recent revelations
such as Bush's use of the National
Security Administration -to 'monl- .
tor domestic com traffic (which, if
memory serves, is not part of their
charter), the bloated, inefficiency of
most government agencies is such
that the general threat seems less
and less likely from that direction.
However, big business seems
to be ready to step up to the plate.
Under the guise of business prac-
tices, people have found them-
selves fired 'from jobs due to blog-
ging (First Amendment? That's not
in our mission statement), unable
to get jobs due to credit checks, or
in many cases, flat out broke thanks
to malfeasance atthe top (paging
Ken Lay).
As if the economic hegemony
weren't bad enough, businesses are
being far more open about pulling
the strings of government. When
Congress passed the more restric-
tive bankruptcy laws last year, did
anybody actually think they were
striking a blow for fiscal responsi-
bility? Banksand credit companies
popped a lot of corks that day.
It really is brilliant to go about
it this way. The mythos of the
American Dream is an economic
one: material plenty in the richest
nation in the world can be yours, for
the low, low price of hard work and
dedication. That's a hell of a deal.
Although corruption, graft and
human frailties have always played
a part, the American model of capi-
talism works. America is a suc-
cess, and has been for decades, but
that same economic dream has a
way of going sour quickly. Why?
Essentially, for the same reason
communism doesn't work: it fails to
take human nature into account.
Free-market capitalists (you
know, the ones who are always try-
ing to get rid of government regula-
tion) would have you believe that a
totally free market is self-policing,
that the brutal Darwinian nature
of the game will weed out the liars
and the cheats and the inefficient,
leaving a cornucopia of joy-for the
consumer. The trouble with that is
it assumes that market players are
these impersonal trends and forces
that respond purely to supply and
demand, and other well-mapped
economic variables. But, that isn't
the case: companies are made up
and led by people who aren't al-
ways playing the same game, who
sometimes value their personal
goals over their fiscal responsibili-
ties, who are perfectly willing to
can thousands of employees in or-
der to raise stock prices a few cents
per share.
It's these agents who present the
greater threat to us. Government
actions affect us all in ways great
and small, but it's the pocketbook
that's nearest and dearest. Those
effects are immediate and often
painful: how many of you are stuck
in a job you can't stand because you
can't afford to quit? How many of
you are juggling bills? This is the
real oppression: these are the real
threats to us.
A people who are forced to make
choices based mainly on money are
a people easily led astray. In a na-
tion where thousands of jobs are
being shipped overseas, shunted
to temporary and managed service
agencies to avoid paying benefits
and consolidated into lower num-
bers of employees, desperate to
keep what they have, these threats
have become far too real.
mentative phrase that proponents
of hetero-only marriage invariably
utter when discussion of non-gen-
der specific marriage arises. A gem
they pull out when logically sound
arguments are
of no further
use to them. It's
a phrase that
boils my blood,
especially when
I hear it spoken
by someone who
believes what
they're saying is
valid and true.
The phrase, "When God created
humanity it was Adam and Eve, not
Adam and Steve."
First of all, the idiots that use this
in actual conversation think they're
shouldnow
Everyone deserves an equal chance
to be miserable with one person for
the rest oftheir lives.
The reasoning against legalizing
gay marriage can be as ridiculous
as anti-mari-
juana propa-
ganda, i.e, pot
is a gateway
drugthatleads
to other drugs.
In this school
of thought,
people think
ihat legalizing
gay marriage
will open the door to marrying fam-
ily members and animals. Most of
these people can be seen for whom
they really are, silly and ignorant.
However, there is a certain argu-
" No matter what
sexual orientation you
are, everyone deserves
an equal chance to be
miserable. , ,
ruling party that it defeated,
Hamas is not just another corrupt
gang of Palestinian thugs claim-
ing to be a political party. Rather,
it is internationally recognized as
a terrorist organization.
Since its creation in 1988,
Hamas has been responsible for
the deaths of over 500 Israeli ci-
vilians. Although the terrorists
of Hamas often indiscriminately
fire rockets, mortars and artillery
from the West Bankinto Israeli cit-
ies and villages, killing' civilians
at random, their favorite meth-
od of murder has been the use of
suicide bombers.
Hamas suicide bombers, after
making video testimonies to in-
spire other bombers, have blown
themselves up in the name of
Allah in dozens of Israeli restau-
rants, hotels, buses, shopping cen-
ters and nightclubs. Hundreds of
innocent men, women, and chil-
dren have been slaughtered by
Hamas and thousands more have
been maimed and wounded.
No organization is more deserv-
ing of being classified as a terrorist
organization than Hamas.
Yet, this same gang of murderers
was democratically elected by the
Palestinian people to rule them.
What is going on here? It's nothing
more than a reflection of the be-
liefs concerning Israel held by the
Islamic majority of Palestinians.
For decades, Palestinians raised in
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip
have been indoctrinated into fun-
damentalist Islamic beliefs, non-:
recognition of the State of Israel,
and unrelenting warfare against
Jewish civilians.
This propaganda of hatred and
violence is proclaimed daily in
Palestinian schools, mosques and
media. Since Hamas has estab-
lished its own network of schools,
mosques and religious institutes,
the jihadist indoctrination has
grown even stronger.
Given this, rejection of the sec-
ular Fatah party as corrupt and
weak, and support for the Islamic
Hamas campaign of "Reform and
Change" was to be expected; The
Islamic Palestinians of today,
along with Hamas, emphatically
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Terror wins at polls
deny the existence of the state of
Israel-and have vowed to destroy it.
They are in ardent agreement with
Article 13 of the Hamas charter,
which states, "There is no solution
to the Palestinian problem except
by Jihad" and says "[Peace] initia-
tives, the so-called peaceful solu-
tions, and the international con-
ferences to resolve the Palestinian
problem, are all contrary to the
beliefs of the Islamic Resistance
Movement."
Article 16 lays out a required
duty for members of Hamas, say-
ing, "I indeed wish to go to war for
the sake of Allah! I will assault and
kill, assault and kill, assault and
kill."
Noble sentiments from the plat-
form of the controlling party of a
democratic government, eh? It's
just sad that it has taken an elec-
tion such as this to see that the ter-
rorist problem in Israel is not being
caused by isolated extremists, but
by the masses of Palestinians who
subscribe to a religion of hatred
and violence, of Islamic funda-
mentalism and jihadist doctrine.
BY JASON WARD
Opinion Writer
Same-.sex marriage is a ridic-ulous issue to have to dealwith anymore. Many of the
arguments against same-sex mar-
riage are based on religious ideas
of what is morally acceptable based
from a conservative viewpoint. I
am a firm believer that religion has
no place whatsoever in politics or
lawmaking. It's time for the govern-
ment to quit deciding how people
should live their lives.
Marriage is an institution, and
that institution requires commit-
ment. My interpretation of this
is that you have to be crazy to get
into such an institution no matter
what sexual orientation you are.
Palestinian
election of
terrorist group
raises 'concerns
BY JONATHAN SAWMILLER
Opinion Writer
The Palestinian people have
finally shown their true colors
-the green and white of the ter-
rorist group Hamas. In an over-
whelming display of support for
the Islamic Resistance Movement,
better known as Hamas, over 77
percent of voters in the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip came to the
polls and gave Hamas 76 of the 132
parliamentary seats up for grabs
in .the Palestinian Legislative
Council. The landslide win, which
gives Hamas absolute authority
to form the new Palestinian gov-
ernment, was a surprise to the
western world, Israel and even the
Palestinians.
Why did no one expect Hamas to
win? Unlike Fatah, Yasser Arafat's
y
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[THIS WEEK IN
SPORTS]
Men's basketball
Saturday
Fresno St. @BSU
2:05p.m.
I
j
I
~
I'
f
Women's basketball
Saturday
BSU @Fresno St.
1p.m, (PT)
Women's tennis
Friday
BSU @Weber State
Saturday
BSU@BYU
Men's tennis
Saturday
BSU vs, Illinois State
9:30a.m.
BSU vs. New Mexico
In Albuquerque, N.M.
Wrestling
Saturday
BSU@UC Davis
7p.m.(PT)
Indoor track and field
Friday-Saturday
United Heritage Invititational
Jacksons Track, Nampa,
Idaho
Gymnastics
Friday
Alaska-Anchorage @BSU
7 p.m,
[SIDE-
LINE]
Women's tennis
drops home loss,
heads to Utah
The Boise State University wom-
en's tennis team suffered Its first
loss ofthe season, Jan. 29, with a 4-3
defeat at the hands of Oregon.
"This Is probably the best match
we have played In two or three
years," head coach Mark Tichenor
said. "We had our chances, but they
had a great crowd and I think If this
. match was played at our home or
on a neutral site we probably would
have won."
The Broncos held a 1-0 lead af-
ter clinching the doubles point
against the Ducks, who are ranked
No. 27 by the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association, but Boise State lost
four singles matches and fell to 2-1
on the season.
After jumping out to an early 5-
1 lead, freshman Tatiana Ganzha
and senior Alanah Carroll defeated
Anna Leksinska and Claudia Hirt,
8-5. Junior Tiffany Coli and lana
Mackova also won their doubles
match for the Broncos, defeat-
Ing Anna Powaska and Carmen
Seremeta, 8-5.
The team is on the road again this
week, traveling to Utah for match-
es with Weber State and Brigham
Young.
Men's tennis on
the road again
The Boise State -University
men's tennis team goes on the
road this week for two matches in
Albuquerque, N.M.
The Broncos, ranked No. 31by the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association,
will play both Illinois State and
New Mexico, Feb: 4, at 9:30 a.m. and
6 p.m., respectively.
Illinois State (2-1) is currently
unranked by the ITA. Three mem-
bers of the Redbird squad captured
titles at the State Farm Missouri
Valley Conference Individuals
Tourrtament, Jan. 29.
.. New Mexico dropped .its sea-
son opener against Ari~ona,. but.
bounced back to defeat Montana
.. State the folloWing day. The Lobos
.. (1·1) are ranked No. 64 bytheITA.
BY TREVOR HORN
Sports £dltor
Chris Petersen has the hard part of
his first year as head coach at Boise
State done now-he made it through
the month. of January, flying from
state to state, recruiting the 2006 class
of players to Boise State. '
And he couldn't be happier Letter
ofIntent Day has come.
"I'm glad this day is here and if I
would have known amonth ago, what
I know today-I would have slept a lot
more,' Petersen said.
Boise State announced Wednesday
the signing of 17 players-IS from
high schools, one sophomore and a
junior college transfer. -
"We're thrilled. We really feel good
about the guys on list," Petersen said.
Of the 17players, three came from
the Boise area. Two players are from
Timberline High School (kicker
David Lowery and offensive lineman
Nate Potter) and tight end Kyle Efaw
from Capitol High School.
"It's nice to be able to feel like there
is a guy in your backyard that is truly
the type of player that you are looking
for,' Petersen said.
Potter is a big player (6 feet, 6 Inch-
es, 265Ibs.) and Petersen said, "we've
had our eye on him for a long time
and had him in our camp. That guy
could have gone a lot of places.' .
Efaw was an all-state selection at
three positions following a stellar sea-
son at Capitol.
"They've been saying he is one of
the best athletes to ever come through
. Capitol High School," Petersen said.
Efew caught 53 passes for 675 yards
and 10touchdowns during his senior
season.
Lowery was a three-year letterman .
at Timberline.
"He has got a very powerful leg and
we think the kicking aspect that he
can bring to this program will help
us tremendously down the road,'
Petersen said.
The departure of only 11 seniors
from the 2005 team, Petersen and his
staff were less concerned with how
many players they signed, rather con-
cerned with the style of the players.
"These are BoiseState-blue-collar
type players,' Petersen said.
The Broncos did sign three players
that are nationally ranked by nation-
al publications. Quarterback Mike
Coughlin (6-5, 215 Ibs.) was named
third-team all-state by CaIHiSports.
com during his senior season at Mira
Mesa High School in San Diego,
Calif.
"Mike was in our camp this sum-
mer, so we got an up-close and per-
sonallookat him,' Petersen said. "We
had some really good quarterbacks
come to our camp, and he was one of
those kids.
See Intent Ipags 91
Cuaresma is a gymnast with explDsive pewer
ConferenceAlI-Academic honoree last season,
setting bests as a junior, including a 9.875 on
Feb. 26 on vault as well as a 9.875 on floor on
March 11.'
She was also named all-Western Athletic
ConflU'ence in 2004 after finishing fifth on
vault at the WGC championships with a score
of 9.8. Cuaresma won the WAC In 2003 with a
vault of 9.975, and was a co-champion on. the
floor exercise}vith a 9.9. .
Cuaresma, a team captain, explained why
she was involved in gymnastics.
'."It's the competitiveness aboutit," Cuaresma
said. "It's such an individual sport, but we
only get one team fall. Vou try to do'the.best
for you, but yoti still ~et the team aspeetof it.
. It's pretty amazing. We have 12 girls and we're.
'.all a bunch of sisters, We all Just geialong re-
home for the summer. Then, I'll probably
come back to Boise. It's a lot like Alaska There's
mountains and fishing, although I've never
Boise State senior gymnast Kea Cuaresma been fishing here"
has been involved in gymnastics since she was Cuaresma said that after gymnastics is over
five years old. . she will try to inspect other sports and activi-
It sounds like that same old story, but ties that she just doesn't have the time to try,
Cuaresma's plot will thicken this spring, when while on the team.
the Alaska native graduates with a degree in "I wouldn't say that there's anyone thing
communications from Boise State University. that Iwant to do,' Cuaresmasaid. "I'd say that
What she will do after, is up I'm lucky that I get to do what I do, and I'm ex-
in the air. cited that I'm almost done, in the sense that I
"I'm trying to keep it open for now,' can trythings1 wantto try. Iwant to definitely
Cuaresma said. "It's a pretty broad field and trY snowboarding and other sports and other
it's openfor whatever I wantto do later," ..tbJrigs that gymnastics had keptme from be-
She said that for starters, she will return to ingabJe to do because of time restraints and
Alaska for the sUmmer, then. eyentually retlimstuf{ llke that. I'ni excited for the season.' I'm
toBolsetosettlefouWhlle ••....•.... ' . sad that it's almost done, but I'm 8Iso kind of
"llove thesuriuriers in Alaska," ctiaresma. 'relieved at the same time" ' .: ..
.sii!il.' "But the .wintersare~wful ••i~ gt)liJ.g ...•.•'_Cuare$mawaiurame4aWest¢mGymnas~Cs· •
'. - . "':'., . t ," ",," .- - -""'::~":<~':..:."-_.',~": .' : " - ~' ' ' .
BY DUSTIN L.APRAY
lI.sslstant sports Editor
Rugby Club.looks
for members to
join the serum
Club sports looking
for new players
BY DUSTIN L.APRAY
lI.sslstant sports £dltor
Club sports season is starting up
this spring and all students are in-
vited to join.
The men's and women's lacrosse
teams are practicing. Again, soc-
cer will be offered. So will baseball,
bowling, cycling, Judo, Kenpo, soft-
ball, Taekwondo, triathlon, snow-
board/ski, rodeo and coming to a
field near you, rugby.
Students can sign up to par-
ticipate in all of these sports this
spring. But they won't get a scholar-
ship to play. They won't get to call
dibs on the classes that fit perfectly
into their schedules so they won't
miss practice. They won't get a lot of
things that varsity athletics prom-
ises its athletes. But, what they will
get is a chance to play.
"(Club sports) create(s) more of
a campus community feel, like you
are invested in your university, be-
cause you are involved, not just
inside the classroom but outside
the classroom," BSU Intramural
and Club Sports Director Alain
Rodrigue said. "You're creating
friendships."
There are more than 20 club
sports at Boise State University. For
a minimal fee, any student can play. ,
The fees pay for equipment, travel
and other expenses. Some teams,
like lacrosse, travel extensively and
play in leagues across the country. ,
There are also multiple intramu-
ral sports available at the campus
recreation center. Monday was the
deadline for 'students to sign up
teams for racquetball, basketball
and 4-on-4 volleyball. Floor hock-
ey Is now available for registration
($15 fee) and. badminton, 4-on-4
football, tennis, softball, Ultimate
(disc) and golf will become avail-
able later this spring.
Rodrigue said that students
are not only allowed to play these
sports, but are encouraged to do so,
. and also to check out the rec center
for its basketball courts, swimming
pool, climbing facility, outdoor
program, fitness programs, etc.
Students may also rent snowshoes,
rafts, kayaks and camping gear
from the center.
Students, like Andy Villegas, took
initiative and started their own
clubs. All it takes is a student will-
ing to fill out the necessary paper-
work and baml We have a Rugby
Club.
"!really enjoyed (rugby)," Villegas
said. "I thought 'this is a really cool
sport.' When I got here, there wasn't
a team, so I figured I'd start one"
Villegas and his Rugby Club
(though he prefers not to think of it
as his) started practice earlier this
week and play their first match Feb.
25 against Idaho State University's
team.
"There's rivalry and stuff like
that, but afterwards it's all about ca-
maraderie," Villegas said. "There's
always a 'social' afterwards, where
the teams get together. We get to-
gether and talk about the game and
declare a 'man ofthe match',"
The BSU Rugby Club is still look-
lng for a full team. Villegas said he
has 10 players on his roster, but 15
are nee~ed to play. He said that
some people are worried about
playing because of the physical na-
ture of his sport, but he assures that -
rugby collisions aren't as violent
as football collisions. and that hits
above the shoulders are Illegal.He
likens rugby players to beefed-up
soccer players.
"We need everybody of ali sizes,'
Villegas said. "We need IS guys on
each Side." .',
IfVillegas can't field a team, he
said he would l~ok to, ~e SnakeS,
a .City .of Bolse.tearn" to fill.empty
. positions; C1ub.sporti mU8t have a
certaiD ~llicentagenfBSJ!Studerits
~__~ .-:..- ------_~_---=-f'.--:e=-=-b.:-r...::..u.--:a=-. ~rY~=2~2...::..0~O=-6=-"'"
Super Bowl Media Day: News of the Weird
Intent I_pageS)
"We feel veri good. He commit-
ted a long time ago and has held tight
through all the craziness."
Coughlin threw for 25 touchdowns
his senior year.
·We think he's been well coached
and was in an offense that throws the
ball a lot: Petersen said.
Another highly touted player is
linebacker Derrell Acrey.The 6-2, 215
lb. linebacker was named All-CIF af-
ter recording 139 tackles his senior
season.
·We think he is a big strong-he
might be even 240 (pounds) right
now. He isyour true Mike linebacker,"
Petersen said. "He can fill a hole and
he is going to take up a lot of space."
The Broncos also grabbed a highly
touted defensive end from Hawaii.
BY REGGIE H1>.YES
Knight Ridder Tribune
DETROIT - I'm standing in Ford
Field on the third row of a set of
bleachers, which surround a small
barricade,' which surrounds a
booth, which houses a dais. Behind
the dais sits Seattle Seahawks run-
ning back Shaun Alexander.
Right about now, I'm starting to
. think this mtghtnot be an intimate
one-on-one chat.
And then things get weird.
Alexander starts talking about.
his spiritual beliefs while, in the
next booth over, alleged comedian
Gilbert Gottfried waves an ESPN2
microphone toward Seahawks rle-
fensive end Grant Wistrom and
asks what kind of hair gel he uses.
In a lapse of journalistic focus, 1
miss Wist rom's answer.
Gottfried then wanders over to
Alexander and asks him to tell the
funniest joke he knows. Alexander
says he'll get back to him. Gottfried
then tells Alexander to repeat any
dirty joke he can remember.
This is a minute or two after
Alexander has explained how he
became a Christian. Weird just be-
came awkward.
In fact, I'm offering that as the
NFL's new marketing slogan, free of
Kapol1oRawlins-Crivellowas named
No. 16on the Northwest 2006 Hot 100
list.
Rawlins-Crivello recorded 86 tack-
les, 18 tackles for loss and nine sacks
his senior season at Kamehameha
High School in Honolulu. •
For Petersen, he said that being in
charge for the first time since taking
over as the head coach officially on
Jan. 1; after Dan Hawkins departed
for Colorado, was not much different
than it has been in the past.
"That really hasn't been that differ-
ent because you hire a staff and you
trust those guys and you like to have
each position coach make those deci-
sions and then they show you the tape
and you are either agreeing or you are
not," Petersen said. "So, it really didn't
feel that much different."
Petersen said that the three players
at defensive line, Rawlins-Crivello,
charge:
"Super Bowl Media Day: Where
Weird Meets Awkward."
Over the course of two hours
Tuesday - an hour apiece for the
Seahawks 'and the Pittsburgh
. Steelers - almost every possible
topic will be fully unexplored.
Hundreds of reporters converge in
one glorious glob of media excess.
The only thing missing is insight.
Alexander, besides graciously de-
clining to tell Gottfried a dirty joke,
wins the award for saying the most
while saying the least.
The league MVP has been wait-
ing for a long-tern. contract for a
long term now. He is asked if he'll
give the Seahawks first shot at sign-
inghim.
IIYes."
Moving on, then.
Alexander satisfies Gottfried's
continued queries by saying quar-
terback Matt Hasselbeck is the·fun-
niest guy on the team, or at least the
one everyone laughs at. Or laughs
with. Alexander is a little vague.
Gottfried traipses over to
Hasselbeck's booth and tells him
that Alexander singled him out as
the Sea hawks' funniest player.
"Tell me a joke:' Gottfried de-
mands.
Say what you will about his an-
Will Lawrence (6-2, 260 lb. Freshman
from Maryland) and junior college
transfer Sione Tavake, may be the
best overall position that the team
signed this season.
"We are hoping one-of those guys
will be able to come in and do a little
something down the road: Petersen
said.
Despite losing just 11seniors, three
seniors did take a bit of a chunk out of
the running back position. LeeMarks,
Antwaun Carter and Jeff Carpenter
were all seniors last season-leaving
sophomore Ian Johnson as the only
returning running back who saw sig-
nificant time In 2005.
The Broncos signed one run-
ning back (Jarvis Hodge, 5·9, 193,
Phoenix, Ariz.], but the return of Jon
Helmandollar should ease the load
on Johnson and allow the Broncos to
red shirt Hodge.
noying yoice and foul mouth, but
when Gottfried says "jump," NFL
players don't even wait to consult
their agents.
"There are three kinds of peo-
ple in the world," Hasselbeck says.
"Those who are good at math and
those who aren't."
OK, it's not sidesplitting funny,
but on a day when the comedians!
roving reporters include Gottfried
and Tom Arnold, we'll take any
semblance of humor we can get.
In fact, we'll take anything to re-
lieve the torture of too many stories
from too many angles in too loose
ofaformat.
Solemn questions are followed
by goofy questions which lead to
inane questions. A reporter from
a Spanish-language media outlet
conducts interviews with a hand
puppet. The puppet sports Troy
Pol amalu-style hair. Cute, but can
the puppet make deadline?
Some questions even address
football, but that doesn't necessar-
ily improve the situation. For exam-
ple, Seattle coach Mike Holmgren
offers this revealing analysis into
the key to Super Bowl XL, which
will be played this Sunday:
"The difference in the game will
be who turns the ball over the few-
est times," Holmgren said.
Petersen did say that the use ofgrey
shirting a player-which allows them
to join. the teainin the spring of 2007,
could give the players (like linebacker
Ben Chandler from Loomis, Calif., a
player who injured his knee in the fi-
nal game ofhis senior year) more time
to learn the system and get stronger,
along with allowing the program to
use the players later down the line
and have them in the system longer.
"Now-a-days people are seeing the
advantage that you are actually get-
ting a whole' three-quarters to a half
a year extra in your development,"
Petersen said.
One player that will not be a Bronco
is Cody Hawkins. The son of Dan
Hawkins and standout quarterback
at Bishop Kelly signed with Colorado
today. Petersen said he "has known
for a while," that Cody was going to
Colorado.
Looking For:
While I am unable to confirm
this at press time, rumor also has it
that the team who scores the most
points will win.
The Seahawks are trapped for
an hour with no easy escape, but
at least they can take solace In the
Steelers suffering the same plight.
The Steelers, too, find themselves
surrounded by microphones at-
tached to sporadically coherent
owners. Most seem very interested
in finding out if Jerome Bettis is
from Detroit.
New York Giants defensive end
Michael Strahan, masquerading
as a reporter for The NFL Network,
approaches Steelers receiver Hines
Ward.
I anticipate Strahan has a ques-
tion but, alas, my instincts fail me.
"The only man in football with
a' better smile than me is you,"
Strahan tells Ward.
Strahan says something about
Ward trying to block him, then in-
quires whether Ward has a nastier
visage in his facial repertoire. .
"Give me a mean mug," he tells
Ward.
Ward scrunches up his face.
He looks not unlike Gilbert
Gottfried.
Now that's funny. In a weird,
awkward sort of way.
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., 01Yl11pians to
.'compete inNampa
Courtesu
Broncosports.com
Five Olympians, including for-
mer Boise State University track
and field All-American Jared
Rome, will compete this Friday
and Saturday in the United
Heritage Invitational at the Idaho
Sports Center in Nampa.
Former Olympians com-
peting along with Rome in-
clude Americans A.G. Kruger,
Ian Waltz and Brian Clay and
Libor Charfreitag of the Slovak
Republic. All five Olympians will
also be available for an autograph
session on Friday night, following
the men's weight throw at approx-
imately 8:30 p.m. at the southeast
corner of the Idaho Sports Center.
Rome and Waltz will compete
in the shot put on Saturday begin-
ning at 2:45 p.m, Rome, a six-time
NCAA All-America in the discus
. and shot put when he compet-
ed for the Broncos from 1996 to
2000, won the 2004 United State
Olympic Trails in the discus and
'competed in the Olympic Games
in Athens, Greece. At last year's
World Championships he placed
seventh with a throw of 221·1
(67.39m), the best by an American
in 2005. Rome is currently the
world's fourth ranked discus
thrower.
Waltz, a former NCAA AIl-
American from Washington State
University, finished second to
Rome at the 2004 USA Olympic
Trails and also competed in
Athens. Waltz is currently ranked
sixth in the world in the discus.
Charfreitag .and Kruger will
both compete in the men's weight
throw on Friday-evening ill 7:00
p.rn. Charfreitag is currently
ranked No. I in the world 'in the
35-pound weight throw and is the
Idaho Sports Centerrecord holder
at 82-11 (25.28m). He is a three-
time NCAA National Champion
Winning the outdoor hammer in
Cuaresma
[from page 8) "I have big leg muscles, unfortu-
nately: she said.
Sandrnlre is confident in her se-
nior, one of only two on the team.
"Kea is a great teammate:
Sand mire said. "She's a captain this
year, and that's selected by the girls.
That means a lot, when your team-
mates pick you as a leader. She's
very sincere, smart, responsible,
honest, she has a great work ethic.
She' just a nice person."
The Broncos fared well on the
road trip to UC Davis, despite a nag-
ging cold that has been spreading
through the team.
They downed Davis 191.55·
190.775.
The team now returns to Taco
Bell Arena to take on both Alaska-
Anchorage and Southern Utah
Friday night at 7 p.m.
"This last meet, half the team
was sick," Sandmire said. "I was
really proud of how the girls came
through. We're a very close team.
We travel together, eat together,
sleep in the same rooms. The team
did very good, for being sick."
Southern Utah is in the WACwith
the Broncos and defeated BSU rival,
Utah State, last week.
"For us, because the opponent
really doesn't matter that much, for
us I expect to get more consistent,"
Sandmire said.' '
"We've gotten better every meet.
The young people are starting to
figure things out. Taylor did beam
lastweekand did really well. Mainly
the freshmen need to get some ex-
perience under their belt."
to be here. I just want to go out there
and play. I'm not sure I'll even be
here next year. Iwant it to be started
here because I want rugby to stay."
Rodrigue said that teams that 'get
into a league stand a better chance
of lasting. It gives athletes some-
thing to play for.
"It creates a bond, rather than
students just coming to classes and
then going home," Rodrigue said.
Boise State senior Rea Cuaresma performs her floor routlne
at a recent competltlon. Cuaresma, a communications major, .
has been a gymnast since age 5 and is one of the best vault-
ers on a Bronco team that ranks in the top 20 in the nation.
"You're competing with people who
have the same interest, you're play-
ing with someone who enjoys play-
ing basketball."
Hodrigue said that he gets entails
from students who nuike their deci-
sion to come to I3SU(or not to come)
based partly on the quality of the
club sports program. Others come
here and get a sport started.
"They want to he part of some-
thing," Hodrigue said. "They want
10 seelt grow. They want to com-
pete."
As for the Hec Center and its tools
of athleticism, Rodrigue said that
all students should take advantage
of its free facilities.
"If you're a full-time student, you
already pay for it," Hodrigue said.
"It's all open to you."
2000 and the indoor weight throw
in 1999 and 2000. Kruger is a for~
mer NCAA Division II National
Champion in the hammer and
was a member the United State
Olympic team in Athens. His all-
time best in the indoor weight
throw is 78·10.
Also competing in the weight
throw will be current Boise State
student-athletes Mattias Ions and
Staffan Jonsson. Ions ts the school
record holder in the event at 70-
10.50 (21.60m) and is currently
ranked No. 3 among collegiate
throwers. Jonsson is ranked 17th
with a personal best mark' of 65·
6.25 (19.97m).
Clay is currently the worlds
No.1 ranked decathlete and will
compete four events this week-
end. On Friday evening he will
compete in the long jump and the
prelims of the 60-meter dash and
60-meter hurdles.
On Saturday he will compete
in the shot put. Clay was the
silver medalist in the decath-'
Ion at the 2004 Olympics with
8,820 points and in 2005 won the
World Championship with 8,732
points. He is also a two-time USA
Champion in the event and earned
23 NAIA All-American titles while
competing at Azusa Pacific.
Two of the world's former top
ranked weight throwers, Lance
Deal and Hobert Weir, will also be
attendance this weekend but not
be competing.
An assistant coach at the
University of Oregon, Deal is
the current world record holder
in the welghtthrow at 84·10.25.
He is a four-time Olympian and
won the silver medal in the ham-
mer at the 1996 Olympic Games.
Weir is the head track and field
coach at Stanford University and
is a three-time Olympian for his
home country of Great Britain.
In 1983, Weir set the world indoor
record for the 35-pound weight
throw with a mark of77·6.25.
ally well. We're really tight. As a
senior I try to set an example/keep
everybody in line. They're, very
good. We have six freshmen and
they're awesome."
Those freshmen have been doing
well under the guidance of coach
Sam Sandmire and with the help of
the older athletes. Each athlete has
to fit a role on the team and perform
well under pressure when they
are asked.
"I think that's one of the main
things that's hard on the freshmen,
because coming in, you do club
gymnastics and it's not a team at
all, you just compete for yourself."
Cuaresma said.
"That's one of the things that us
seniors have to teach the freshmen,
that it is a team sport; your scores
are going to help the team."
Cuaresma said exercises like the
vault and the floor come most natu-
rally to her.
"I like vault because it's so quick
and it's fast, you can go hard and
then it's over with," Cuaresma said.
"Kea is one of the most power-
ful, gorgeous gymnasts I've ever
seen," Sandmire said. "She. looks
like an anatomy poster. She's lean
and strong and powerful. Her
gymnastics is very exciting. When
she's tumbling, you can walk un-
der her and not get hit in the head,
it's so high."
The vault requires an explosion
of energy to lift the body and a focus
to maneuver with grace. Cuaresma
said she has that power in surplus.
Rugby [from page 8J
to operate.
Villegas wants to make this rugby
team last. Other club sports have
dwindled and re-emerged over the
years, such as soccer, which is rnak-
ing a vibrant comeback.
"I'm doing this because I like the
. sport," Villegas said. "I want rugby
Clearwlree wireless high-speed Internet Is the easy way
to unlock all the possibilities of your computer.
You don't play outdated games, so why connett to the Internet In an outdated
way? Clear'Wlre is the next generation of hi9h-sp~ Intemetservlce.lt's wireless
- all you need is our modem and a power outlet to connect anywhere ln our eov-
_erage area. Up to 25' times faster than dial-up, you get thespeecl you need, for
downloading· music, video and' photos. No teehnfclanto walt for or software to
download. Just plug it In and you're online. Sign up now to get Clearwir-. Internet
Security, Plus, Includlngantl-spam, .anti-Virus,
. .,.. - .' ". I
firewall, parental controls and PC insurance
t:REE**.forsixmonths -.8 $30 value!
cle'arw· re@
wireless broadband
II
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Business. & Tech
DELL
DJ DITTY
APPLE·
VIDEO iPOD
BY S1l.RA BAHNSON
Arbiter Staff
BY J\HBER FUGER
Arbiter Staff -
The reason I purchased the Dell DJ Ditty was due
mainly to the fact that I purchased a Dell notebook this
summer. I've read in numerous publications and heard
from many of my techle friends that It Is better to buy
the same brands of accessories as your notebook for
compatibility reasons.
_The Ditty is comparable to the IPod Shuffle. It has 512
MB and holds up to 220 songs, dependenlng of course
on the length of the songs. I have a few Chili Peppers
songs from their "Live In Hyde Park" albums that fea-
ture tenacious guitar solos, which took up some space.
1 also have some MosDef and other hlp-hop jams that
are a tid bit onthe long side, but that's what I love about
them.
Anyhow, I really like the Ditty. It is easy to manage;
all I have to do I~use the Dell MuslcMatch program that
came with my computer to manage my device. I can re-
move songs easily and I can add playlists, albums, art-
ists, etc. The battery life Is great; I think I have charged
It once this, week and I have four bars left.
This device Is new to me so I am still fidgeting with
It, trying to figure out how to use the play mode options
, 'f and So on. Butlcanclownload audiobooks and upload
, them to my Ditty, which Is super cool, lind the shuffle
option has been wonderful as I bop around campus;
You can even download songs off the Internet through
Dell MuslcMatch which Is powered by Yahoo. For more
information on the Ditty log onto dell.com and It should
lead you to the spot.
I got the new Apple video IPod on Christmas Day
and like any other technological novelty, the excite-
ment of the ability to have over 10,000 songs' as well
as music videos and episodes of television shows at
my fingertips wore offwithln two days or so.
Not that it's not great. It's super skinny and very
light. The screen Is a lot bigger than any of the pre-
vious IPods and the video quality is amazing. I
downloaded The Killer's "All These Things That I've
Done" music video and the continuity between the
audio and video was spot on.
However, downloading that one four-minute vid-
eo took my lTunes with dial-up Internet about two
hours, Who knows how long It would take to down-
load an episode of "Lost," "Desperate Housewives,"
or the newest offerings from MTV's "Jackass" and
"Laguna Beach."
The Apple people not only added video to the IPod,
but they also added storage space to the device, to-
taling 30 GB on the main model. For someone like
me who for the most part uses my IPod while I'm
walking on campus or working out, that's about 25 ,
GB more th;u:tl need. Still .•111jI.YAA\I'lluse_~o~.ottJ"
those gigs when I spend eight hours downloading an
episode of "Late Night with Conan O'Brian." Or not,
Be aware that the screen scratches really easily.
A case is definitely recommended. I've also heard
that it'll save your battery (which apparently costs
around $50 to replace when Itwears out) If you keep
the IPod fully charged as much as you can.
WORK IT WORK IT WORKll
FREE to join. Click on Sur-
veys.
BECOME A DELL STU-
DENT REP - EARN $ I2/hr.
Make your own hours and
gain amazing experience for,
your resume! Position starts
Immediately. Go to: Repna-
tion.com/dell to apply
Independent Living Trainer.
Help previously delinquent
youth. age 17-21, get on
(heir feet. 1 Frr swing, I
pIt weekend position. Call.
919-0441 For Info. Fax re-
sume to 343-2468 or email
at empower555@aol.com
...FOR THOSE WHO HAVE
EXCELLENT VERBAL SKILLS
AND NEED A FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE ...
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 658-4888
Bombay Grill Now Hiring,
Serving Staff, Dishwashers,
Kitchen Help. Please call
794-7950 for more info.
928 W Main St. Boise. -
-Eveninq and Weekend Shifts
20-40 hours/week
-Top Dollar-our reps average
$8-12/hour
-Paid Training
Lock Stock & Barrel Now
hiring Bussers & Hostess.
Please apply at II00 W. Jef-
ferson after
4PM.
BRONCOSNEEDJOBS.
COM We need Paid Survey
Takers in Boise. 100%
'....
Refer a friend to Boise State's two year college.
The Larry Selland College offers over 30,different
Career training programs at the Boise and
Canyon County Campus locations.
NOW CASTING
Idaho's top talent agency is
auditioning print & promo-
tional models for projects
Including Dove, Axe, Olay,
Prilosec, ICON, Weider,
Health Rider, Utah Brides ..
• Marketing Specialist • Professional Chef We are Looking for female
• Public Relations Asst. • Landscape Designer and male, ages 16 to 40.
• Electronics Tech • Accounting Asst. Our rates' are $30 to $250
• Diesel Mech. Tech. • Office Assistant
• Robotics Tech ' ; Broadcast Tech per hour. Call today for
• Legal Admin. Asst • And Many Morel an appointment. 208424-
0799. Wilhelmina Urban Check out
• ,Many of our students get jobs before they even
graduatel wwW.urbantalent.com BroncoJobs
Small Classes most limited to 20 students or less. • •••• " .... ,.
Outstan ding Facultyw. it~ proven industry . , h 'I boO ' 'edexpenence. prr Drive Boise neigh. ttp:" career. lsestate. u
RealWorld Tralnlngl - Learn by Dolngl borhoods, own car, digital
Earn a c:ertiflcateo~~~~~rte degree in 4-2~, camera, monsnoW@yahoo.·
F,re"er,lJtoring,most credits coun,,tto,ward,,sa , com"
" .'" ,'bachelors degree." : Suinmerjob?Hiringfulb
All ages and abilities weicomeregardlessof, ' timemanagersandpaintefs.
,..;.;.. ,:..p~r~e~vi~ou~s:.::ed:;':::.u~ca~ti=o:.::na:::-I::.expe::;:~rl:.:en~c;.:;e~.7,'~":",, I . $~~$l()perlbr,. +bODlisesl TIPSIHow does'extra cash
- AdViSO~t~~~:~~1~~: ~~~~pective'NO':expCri«mCC'!l~~' silund?BUSTERsSPORTS
,~I!4"f•.~~~·~~.:>·>~.;j~:.it~..~;.~!·:~~~·'C!l
Career Center
BroncoJobs
On- and
off-campus jobs
and internships
for current and
graduating
students
Students can become:
POWER PKG.ABS BRAKES.AWD·
TreasutlValey'sOriySteW ru~lellilr;
flerfonliy;J Slbaru Deaer! r~IIH)\t\1E1f
PLEASE RECYCLE' _
SALES: MON· FBIN•SAT 9-8
PARrS/SERVlCE: MON· FBI 7'" • SAT 8-3
Think: Feel. Drive:'•5UBARU
9117.6300 • 9380 FAIRVIEW AVE. • BOISE
WWW.BOISESUBARU.COM
All vehides one ,rrl-i and subjectto prior sale. All prices after rebate. f1ctures for illJsttation orIy. f\ices and P'JYfT1€I1IS plus
tax. icense. fees and dealer ddc. fee af $194.10. All financing OAC. Dealer retains rebates and inI::entNes. ~arry.
Ad expires OZ'tl9lOO.
JOIN THE TEAH
f/jlW hlrlnq cuff';'! wrllflS te review
concfT1l, ri'lOVMl,and Iloise events.
culture@larbiteronline.com
UJORK .IT. WORK IT WORK IT WORK IT
Busy with ,s~hool?That's
okay; we win work around
yOUrschedulel" BUSTERS
has all shiftsavlliiableand
t~jojnourte~!Ifyoulike' pi~"kup;ourappli~tiPn 'W~rk' tor::;:·;.on~~~fi~ ,
·,hllvirig fint1u;d ~akingex., t<Xlay!EAGLE BUS~RS ·'aal>SS,·~~:.~treft~~;.'
tra money.th~reis a place ,,' •~tB96E.SJate~t.Ellgl~:, "BSU; Phone w~prr.;
'fO~Y()lt~tBUSTERS!)lo-., Id(~O~)9~~'i801)~Cllll,fO "
si~~~!;~~,~";:~~.··\~.>';~trecti.:'· . , ..
i
i,
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SR~ IT
** #1 Spring Break Web-
. site! Low prices guaran-
teed. Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip freel Group
discounts for 6 +. www.
I
SpringBreak
Discounts.com or www,
LeisureTours.com or
800-838-8202
Boise State's Cooed Pro-
fessional Fraternity, Al-
pha Kappa Psi, is looking
for business majors and
minors to pledge and join
Them. Great networking
opportunities, life-long
friendships, professional
skill development and
more. Informational
meeting February 2, 2006
in the Farnsworth Room
@ the SUB at 7:00p.m.
School Health. insur-
ance too expensive!! Visit
www.ldaholnsuranceSer-
vices.com Blue Cross
Blue Shield plans or call_
Jeff Anderson at 208-523-
3340.
-SELL IT
1994 Ford Ranger. $1100
or reasonable offer, Runs
good. Toolbox, good tires
& breaks. 830-8872.
..... "
FREE PAIR
POW
GLOVES
SELL IT
1999 Hyundai Ac-
cent. 101k miles. Good
all season tires. 25 mpg,
runs great. Very. reliable.
$2200.208-867-1850.
3 Alpine Bogus Basin
regular all day lift tick-
ets. $30 each. Email:
Lisayzhu@yahoo.com
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$499. Call 888-1464
Bedroom set, cherrywood,
solid wood construction.
Sleigh bed, 2 nightstands,
dresser w/mirror, tall
chest, TV arrn~ire, dove-
tail drawers. Will sell all
or part. Cost $10,000, sell
#2,900. (208) 362-7150.
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Dell P4 PC WinXP Of-
fice XP 1024 MB, dual
hard drives 2-dvd burners,
printer Shane 631-2096
$900
Dining set, cherrywood,
63" hutch & Buffet, 78"
table w/2 leaves. 6 curved
back chairs. Dovetail
drawers. Side server also
available. Cost $9,000,
sell $2,800 firm. (208)
362-7150.
Full size orthopedic set. .
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 921-
6643.
King size pillowtop mat-
tress set, brand new in
bag. Must sell, $199. Can
Deliver. 921-6643.
Mattress, king pillow-top
mattress & box. Never
used, Still in factory wrap-
"SELL .IT
per. Cost $550, sacrifice
$295. (208) 919-3080,
Pool table, 8 ft. table, I"
slate, leather pockets, Ar-
amith balls, ace. pkg. in-
cluded. New in box. Cost
$4,500. sell $1,450. (208)
362-7150.
Queen orthropedic pil-
low-top mattress + box.
New in plastic. Cost $400,
sacrifice $195. (208) 919~
3080.
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $139.
Can deliver. 921-6643
Queen Tempurpedic
style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand new
in plastic. Retail ·$1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688
Student Discounts! Buy-
ing and selling furniture'
@ 608 N Orchard II - 6
Mon-Sat! Call 631-8851,
250-4467
Toshiba Tecra 8100 Lap-
top 12GB Hard Drive,
128MB, Windows 2000
Pro Office XP Shane 631-
2096
RENT IT--------
1 BDRM Apt. Nend lo-
cation. Clean & quiet,
hardwood floors, wi AC.
$400/mo. 284-270 I.
1-2 Bdr for rent. Female
$350 EverythIng includ-
ing, 5 min from BSU.
Easy going, likes dogs.
484-8235
2 Rooms for rent. $300.00
including utilities. 15 min
from BSU. Victory and 5
mile 208-272-0464.
4/5 BDRM home wi 2 car
garage. 2300 sq/ft. Month
to month lease ok. New
carpet & paint. Minutes to
BSU. Available Feb. 1st.
$995. Call Jeff 208-863-
6271.
WITH
PURCHASE
OF
4 FRNT
,\~\\~t
SUI'?*- OR
AK SKIS
~
WWW.WFOSKISANDGEAR.COM
SHOP FOR FURNITURE ONLINE
www.boisefurnitureonline.com
•comics
I WAS WONDERING
IF YOU COULDSTOP
BY THIS WEEKEND
AND SHOW ME HOW
TO INSTI\LL MY
WIRELESS NET-
WORK.
'j .J
I
RENT'IT
Cozy 3 Bedroom 2 1/2
blocks to BSU! Fireplace •
deck, garage, fenced
yard, AC, washerldryer
hookup, Great for fam-
ily or a 3-roommate split
$895/mo.+ Call Kathy @
322-8886
Private living Areas & Bath
'Shared Common Amenities
All Utilities And Basic
Cable Included
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
HOUSE FOR RENT:
Iblock from BSU, 2 bdrrn,
I bath, $625 month, NC,
WID. Call 284-8527.
Large Room For Rent
$300 in clean cool envi-
ronment with all ameni-
ties. Call 850-9481. Avail-
able Feb. lst,
Room for rent in cozy
house. Female preferred.
WID & internet incl. 12
min. drive to BSU. $3001
mo. 867-1850.
Room for rent SE Boise.
$250/mo + 1/4 util, +dep.
CablelDSL, Private Ga-
rage, No smoking, shared
bath. 433-9350
Room for Rent, off Boise
Avenue 3 Bdrrn 2 Bath.
$217/month + 1/3 gas +
113 electric Call 631-9679
Roommate wanted to live
in 3bd/2ba house in'SE
Boise, 10 min from cam-
pus. $300/mo. 859-3961
.FINU IT
~-- ~--- ---
. ;-~'SY':h?~~rt .
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DOWN
1 Theater sign's
letters
2 Hanoi holiday
3 Gone by
4 Nonreligious
5 "Damn Yankees"
vamp
.Aroilsr cl8ssIfIed'IId~~ irII'~'~~tI.
CIaUlfiid.ds J1IIIY ~.~~~lr'l!YJ:
·>;8IrIaI1:;cIUIIBlc1I@8rbl~_
" . pluina: 345-8204xlDO
or stop by the affIce at
1605 University Driva
(across tram the SUB).
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Major commodity
7 Knife thrust
11 Owns
14 Plant a second
crop
15 Distinctive'
atmosphere
16 & so forth
17 "The Lion in
Winter" star
18 Wide smile
19 What person
20 Grange
22 More destitute
24 Ivey or Carvey
27 Strongboxes
29 Diarist Frank
30 Teheran man
32 Wee lad
33 Cuban export
34 Barnard,Smith,
et al.
37 Cow chow
38 Bruise
39 Extinct bird
42 Uninvited guests
44 Knights'
weapons
47 Swallow
48 Eddie Murphy
movie
49 _ Stanley
Gardner
50 Little misses
52 Disorderly
jumble
53 Oven-cooked
55 Cream shade
57 Chewy treat
58 Seth's son
60 Give a new title
to
64 Psychic letters
65 Provoke
66 English pope
67 _ Moines, IA
68 Arizona city
69 Combined, as
resources
234 5 12 13
212108.
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14
17
30
34
37
49
53
57
64
67
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6 Fancy pitchers
7 Sink in the
middle
-8 Capsized
9 Zodiac's first
sign
10 Cause of ruin
11 Felling
12 Goddess of
wisdom
13 Olympics official
21 Screen stars
23 Podium
24-Part of a table
setting
25 Neighborhood
26 Dark blue
28 Ferrari. e.g.
31 Andes people
33 Salad green
35 Wino
36 ISS partner
39 Little more than
40 Underground
deposits
41 Queries
42 Force on
astronauts?
Solutions
43 Saki's real name
44 Combined
45 Stir up
46 Bracing devices
50 Bottle resident?
51 Assign to the
junk heap
54 Part of the
school year
56 Reconstruct
59 Black or White
61 Be ill
62 Miss West
63 Pull the plug on
LOST-REWARD
Lost black thumb drive
possibly "in business
bldg. camp. lab. before
x-mas break. May still
have attached black
cord. URGENT-
contains engagement
photos. Reward for
turning it in. Please call
351-6473
u HardE .E8 UNDER WHAT THEORY ~ WATCH 5i9g ARE THE COMPETENT " WOW.III ~ WHAT~ OBLIGED TO HELPTHE ;l THIS IS HAPPENS 5" e AWK-~ INCOMPETENT? ~ WHEN I8 r WARD. JUST. g
E " \ STARE AT 3:0 .. YOU.u "t:! ~ ,.J 9~ ~:a ~..-_.
~
0
5 48 \1'n
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1E
~ YOU1..LEXPLAIN HOW IT MIGHT SOUND 3Ii OUR PRODUCTWORKS UNFAIR, BUT THESE~ WITH THEIR CURRENT ARE GOODJOKES..
2." SYSTEM. ALAN WILLj CRACK JOKES AND LIKE"WHAT , ,
COLLECT A HUGE CAN I DO --:31--- 4 9COMMISSION. YOU FORt
) ..)
DILBER T, I'D LIKE
YOU TO ACCOMPANY
ALAN ON A SALES
CALL.
'The Arbiter' Sudoku
SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid so
that every row. column and
every 3x3 box contains the
digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved,
just use logic to solve.
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Women's ski
team blazes
new trail
BY DUSTIN L.APRAY . AsslstantSpoltsEdltor
for practice.
BSU Nordic coach Aniya Deitz said
. that the girls have been in training all
year, practicing on the Boise Greenbelt
and other "top secret locations" on short,
aluminum roller skis.
Sanders and Foulger are joined on
theBSU women's ski team by freshman
Jacqueline Martain, who competes In
the Alpine events (Slalom and Giant
Slalom). The three are the only players
on the BSUteam
"We're looking to grow big time" Deitz
said. "Thenext couple ofyears will be re-
ally progressive."
The BSU ski team doesn't get much
. notice around campus. Many students
don't even know there isa team here. The
program is only in its second year as part
of the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate
Conference.
"People on campus are like, 'What?
You ski?' No one really knows about It;
Sanders said. "That's kind of frustrating
because we put in all the training and
the practice, and nobody really knows
about us."
The team will spend the holidays in
Utah. All three athletes and coach Deitz
are Utah natives.
"We'regoing to be skiing the entire
time; Deitz said.
The Boise State women's ski team,
that's right BSUhas a women's ski team,
opens its season Jan. 7-8 at the' Utah
Collegiate Nordic Invitational, then
heads to the Montana State Collegiate
Jan. 14-15.
The Utah invite is held In Soldier
Hollow, Utah (the same site of the 2002
Winter Olympic Nordic competition).
The invitational is held in conjUnction
with the U.S.Nationals.
"Not only is it the first race of the year,
but it's one of the hardest courses in the
country," BSU senior Taylee Foulger
. said.
Foulger and teammate April Sanders
both compete in the Nordic (cross-
country) competition. The Nordic event
at Soldier Hollow is aSK race, but the
Broncos will compete in races up to 15K
later In the season.
"I'm nervous for the pain," Sanders
said. "From the start to finish is a mental
battle, a physical battle, getting up those
hills, flyng down the hills and having
enough energy to get up the next one.
And our technique, that suffers when
you are tired."
The team competes in five meets
this season, two before school starts
and three after. The meets are to be
held in Montana, Colorado, Utah and
California. The two-day events include a
pair of races, either on Friday-Saturday
or Monday-Sunday.The Broncos
currently are in training at Bogus
Basin Ski Resort, where they have
been working since Nov.4.
Last season the Broncos prac-
ticed mostly at Tamerack Resort,
in McCall, due to a lack of snow at
Bogus Basin, but this winter the
early storms offered enough
snow so that Bogus was fit
*
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~Y:l-.",t~)"J~~'i~9., ",;;J\"\\/(0) take It all too seriously. You don't need to hire a coach to
, ~\S., .\> <>') le~rn how to bec?me pro, just wat~h and I.earn a.ndas.kyour
BY AMBER f'UGER served for@males, OOkl~.to Sij~d a!"d shqw friends or other riders how they do It," Christy said. It just so
.' AssistantCultureE.dltor off th~lr s~m~, just )IK the en. / ~) /') /!.._happe.ns that Christy's favorit~ place to ride Is Jackson Hole,
. .. 0ll!s(!,Q.Urs.JroPm_~lH I :.wP~F~f,$no~,,~~sJoDWyo. ~ust hours away ~rom BOise.
Ripping a~d .roarlng through fresh powder, .~al~ays·tafu!;~ls: ~r.andlTarghee;-l'JJ~~~oa:.t itQi~s Dakldes has.been said to be "hands ~own the best femalebusting lndfe-qrabs and rodeos off 3D-foot - IT)ult~pleOllnlC~deslg~ejh$blely forNiomen'. From snowboarder In the world." Dakides, like fellow pro femalejumps, and competing with the best of the t'ele'-SKr,{9~teJaIPlnel'~'n.g\ eo~~tI:lOarding, fe- riders, has had to cross the gender barrier in the sport. She
best. One might think that this describes the most males can paCtake'1n I1nld:d~lgp d to enhance has taken' the snowboard world by storm with her ability to
recent competition or scene at a ski resort, which performance, $l9lnE}~e and ~a,s'sl for their cho- "rise above most men in the realm of freestyle," according
Is absolutely right, except - what gender pops into sen sport. ..;"".d \ ! ',. C,l)!-:,' \,3) to. blockattahoe.corn. _
the mind when .describing big air and sick tricks? On Feb. 24~Feb~U: the infai!)OU9~ChiCk's Rule As females strap In and get ready to glide down mountains
Most likely It's a man. Well ladles, tune in because Snowboan;tCam "will be held:'Ac<;brd~i\o Grand upon mountains of prime powder, groomed runs, or some
pro-female snowboarders are on the rise and they Targhee's Wel"~lt , "This camp Is ~(W; en only," wild backcountry, they will represent to the fullest extent.
are representing.. so guys, eV~h/I(W u think chick's rule;. ake your Women all over are tuned in and ready to ride.
In the third annual TransWorld Snowboarding board's elsewhere. "Iff this friendly learning envi-
Business/National Ski Areas Association survey ronment we stress camaraderie over competition
released in 1998,female snowboarders were said and you'll quickly improve your riding In a nurtur-
to comprise 38.4 percent of snowboarders shred- Ing group setting. Our team of professional coach-
ding down the hill. This same study claims that es will cover a multitude of topics from basic carv-
the greatest effected areas by this grOWing female Ing to switch riding an~..much more."
trend will be resorts in the Rockies and Pacific Clinics like Grand ~rg ee's heighten the female
West. According toa TransWorld Industry news snowboarde~~djrf~ nt level, one where com-
a. rticle by John Stouffer, over the last 13 years petitions .an to rs/;...•..~•.r.•· •~.qU,.ICk.Iy revamping catego-
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.Tamarack. Resort*Idaho's first all-year resort expandsterraln, lodging facilities
BY S~R~ B~HNSON
News Editor
visited with his wife in
August. During their week
at Tamarack, the Bushs rode
through the resort on a 16-
mile mountain biking route,
toured Lake Cascade and
fished off a pontoon boat.
"We got so much media
coverage," Flynn said, "The
Tamarack name is really out
there and I think it [Bush's
visit] highlighted Tamarack
as an all-season resort."
Tamarack has also seen
success this year with the
sale of their new Village
Plaza condos. The condos
were introduced to the pub-
lic on Oct. 22 this year and all 129 dwell-
ings were sold within the day.
"Four of our five real estate resales
have been sold out," Flynn said. "We still
have real estate available and ~e do two
resales a year."
Flynn said the Village Plaza should be
open with all ofthe amenities' in 2008.
New lodging should be open at the be-
ginning of 2006, Flynn said. The Members
Lodge and Spa will be the first hotel at
Tamarack Resort, and will include a spa,
Morel's restaurant and a Nordic shop.
The resort Is the first-all season resort
to be built in the U.S. in over 23 years.
Tamarack provides for a number of ac"
tivities including skiing, hiking, moun-
tain biking, and golfing. The resort also
emphasizes its close proximity to Lake
Cascade and the swimming, boating,
fishing, sailing and sea kayaking it has
to offer.
Tamarack and
Brundage Mountain
Resort will host the
Payette River Valley
Snowboard Series,
a United States of
America Snowboard
Association sanc-
tioned competition
this winter.
The event will in-
clude three Slopestyle
and SuperPipe events
at Tamarack. Point
leaders ofthe compe-
titions will qualify for
the USASA National
Championship at "Northstar-at-Tahoe" in
Truckee, Calif. The Payette River Valley
Snowboard Series begins at Brundage on
Dec. 17.The events at Tamarack begin Jan.
14.
"It's a big deal for people to be able
to qualify for nationals at Tamarack,"
Flynn said.
Tamarack will also be hosting the Winter
Games of Idaho during the second week
of February. The games will include a
SuperPipe freestyle competition and a "Big
Air" competition.
The competitions bIll be broken down
by age, geriderfiaJ~~e,r or snowboarder.
(.Re ¢". i
8
tr.a..•tion. for e..••.·.v.e·.n. t ends Feb. 8. The(~~i~rGames, "I' • at~o include a "Nordic
Ra«~cq~peff~Oj .
Taell{~CWs lil\s ,are~o.e.1}9}I.\m;t~.,~I!~m.
dailXiC:.Mo~infb!matiJ!J8 'iI{~ll\ble at
www.tamarai;.kl'dalu); ODl,""/, <::c: C5'-:;,:::--<·>"\t' '"
Tamarack, the newest addition to Idaho's
ski and snowboard resorts, has expanded
its terrain this winter to include ten new
runs, two new quad lifts, as well as new
lodging facilities. The resort is located in
Donnelly, Idaho and Is two hours north of
Boise.
Tamarack skiers and snowboarders now
have access to14 trails and 250 acres on the
top half of the mountain.
The number of named runs have also in-
creased from 25 to 35 and the off-trail ter-
rain will double, according to www.tama-
rackidaho.com.
Jessica Flynn of the Tamarack Resort
Public Relations Team said Tamarack
will become a two-pod mountain, which
means skiers and snowboarders will have
two different types of terrain to experi-
ence. She said 140 acres are now available
on the north side ofthe mountain.
"There's more snow, more trees and
more of an opportunity for off-terrain ski-
ing and snowboarding," Flynn said.
Flynn said this new terrain should be
open by Christmas.
More snowmaking capabilities will al-
low Tamarack to say open at least until
Mother's Day, as well as provide for more
Nordic skiing on the 30K trail system,
Flynn said.
Tamarack Resort's second season started
Nov. 23 with hundreds of skiers and snow-
, boarders hitting the slopes.
The resort received national atten-
tion when President George W. Bush
Above: Fresh tracks and prime powder.
Left: Snowboarderson Tamarack's opening day.
Below: Sk1eriearlng it up in terrain park. ~
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